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and regresdTe lawa M. de Greef endeavours to show what the conditions
are which produce social advancement or decay. Social decay passes
through (he same stages as mental decay. What the mind acquires last
it loses first. It is the same with society. When a society begins to
degenerate the decline first becomes visible in it* most complex struc-
tures, that is to say, in those structure* which are oi most recent growth
and are most dependent npon the harmonious co-operation of a multitude
of antecedent conditions. If the representative system, for instance,
is to be looked unon in its present form as the most complex system of
government which the world has ever produced, and if there are evident
signs that this system is tottering, without any corresponding signs that
it is being supplanted by a still more highly evolved instrument, we are
to conclade that there is social regression and that society is descending
to a lower and less highly evolved plane. In view of recent events we
can only exclaim, Abril omen.

SchrifUn dtr Ottelltehaft fur ptychologiteht Fortehunq, Heft 5. Jtan PauTi
Seelenlehre. Yon Dr. R VON KOBBER. Die Prychologie Charles
Bonnet's. Von Dr. MAX OITNIB. Leipzig: Ambr. Abel, 1898.
Pp. 517-72a

The sole discoverable reason why Jean Paul and Ch. Bonnet are dis-
cussed together lies in the coincidence of their views concerning metem-
psychosis, the existence of an ethereal body which survives the death of
the gross body, and similar topics. Jean Paul, it appears, was directly
influenced by Bonnet's teaching on these points. We have found Dr.
Koeber'a account of the great novelist and inyt>tio decidedly disappoint-
ing. There in mnch matter interesting and valuable to the psychologist
in Jean Paul's writings. No one could penetrate more profoundly than
he into depths of human feeling. But of all this Dr. Koeber tells us
nothing. He confines himself to the soul-doctrine, which is only capable
of exciting a languid interest as an historical curiosity.

Dr. Offner'a monograph is very fnll and satisfactory. Bonnet is of real
importance in the history of psychology. Like Hartley, and to a con-
siderable extent on similar lines, he endeavoured to produce a scientific
psychology based on exact analysis and connected throughout with the
results of physiology. He himself affirms that he had read little and
thought much, and it is therefore not surprising that at a time when
novel ideas were in the air, the results of his own reflexion showed many
undesigned coincidences with the writings of his contemporaries and
immediate predecesRors. In his Estai analytiqm BUT la facullit dr. tarns
(1769), he compares man before he has received any sensations to a
statue, and he traces with care and minuteness the changes which-would
ensue if a single sense—that of smell—gradually came into play. It
does not appear that he was indebted to Condillac for the idea of this
method. According to his own statement he had already thought out
his plan of procedure before he saw the Trait/ del ttntations (1764).
Only in one point was he influenced by Condillac. His original inten-
tion was to illustrate the beginning of mental development by supposing
the firet developed sense to be that of sight. But Condillac argues that
it is best to begin with what is most simple, and his reasoning convinced
Bonnet. In the execution of their common scheme there is considerable
difference between them. Bonnet, unlike Condillac, confines himnelf
exclusively to the sense of smell, on the ground that what is said of it
may be easily applied to the other senses. On the other hand he is
much more minute in working out details than his rivaL

In the expository part of his work Dr. Offner discusses Bonnet's view
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of the relation of mind and body; his general view of the origin and
growth of knowledge, in which he follows Locke more closely than
Oondill&c did ; his doctrine of the concomitance of mental processes with
brain processes ; his theory of acquired functional dispositions of the
substance of the brain, and of acquired functional combinations of these
dispositions as applied to explain the facts of memory recognition, asso-
ciation, habit, prejudice, and passion ; his interesting account of dreams
and hallucination, which he regards as governed by fundamentally the
same psychological laws as waking life, the essential difference being that
in these states the mind is entirely passive ; his doctrine of the mental
activity, whereby the soul ma.infai.ina and intensifies neural processes cor-
responding to ideas in which it is interested ; his theory of abstraction
and of intellection in general as dependent on attention ; his theories of
feeling and of volition. Dr. Offher s exposition is clear and interesting
in detail, and it is interspersed with some valuable discussion of the psy-
chological questions which emerge. He succeeds in giving a satisfactory
view of Bonnet's teaching as a systematic whole.
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